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Active Galactic Nuclei as Factories for Eccentric Black Hole Mergers
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Black hole mergers detected by LIGO\textsuperscript{1} and Virgo\textsuperscript{2} continue delivering transformational discoveries. The most recent example is the merger GW190521\textsuperscript{3,4}, which is the first detected with component masses exceeding the limit predicted by stellar models\textsuperscript{5}, and the first with non-zero orbital eccentricity\textsuperscript{6,7}. The large masses can be explained by build up through successive mergers, which has been suggested to occur efficiently in the gas disks of active galactic nuclei (AGN)\textsuperscript{8,9}. The eccentricity, however, is a major puzzle. Here we show that AGN-disk environments naturally lead to a very high fraction of highly eccentric mergers, if interactions between binaries and singles are frequent\textsuperscript{8}, and the interactions are constrained

\textsuperscript{*}Corresponding author
to a plane representing the AGN-disk. By deriving a statistical solution to the chaotic 3-body problem with the inclusion of General Relativistic corrections, we find in our fiducial AGN-disk model that up to $\sim 70\%$ of all black hole mergers could appear with an eccentricity $e > 0.1$ in LIGO/Virgo. Besides representing the most effective mechanism for producing eccentric mergers presented to date, our results have also profound implications for the origin of GW190521, and open up new lines of research on black hole scatterings in disk environments with far-reaching implications for gravitational wave astrophysics.

Black hole mergers in the gas disks of AGN have been the focus of numerous recent studies due to multiple promising discoveries by LIGO/Virgo\textsuperscript{1,2} and due to remaining open questions\textsuperscript{8–12}. Black holes that eventually merge in AGN-disks can be brought into the disk through gas-capture from the surrounding nuclear star cluster\textsuperscript{10} or can be produced through in-situ star formation\textsuperscript{11,13}. Once a black hole is in the disk, it will undergo radial migration, eventually pair up with another black hole, and later merge as a result of gas-hardening and dynamical interactions with other black holes in the disk\textsuperscript{9}. Recent studies show that dynamical interactions primarily between migrating binary black holes and single black holes, generally referred to as binary-single interactions, likely provide the main pathway for the last step in bringing the binaries to merger\textsuperscript{9,12,14–16}. Despite progress on characterizing such interactions\textsuperscript{14}, inclusion of general relativistic effects during the interactions, shown to be important in the analogous stellar-cluster case\textsuperscript{17,18}, remain unexplored. Observationally, GW190521 is among the first gravitational wave sources with indications of an AGN-disk origin\textsuperscript{5,19}. It is sensible to inquire whether its non-zero eccentricity\textsuperscript{6,7} is highly unlikely from an astrophysical perspective or if it could arise naturally as a distinct signature characteristic
Figure 1: **Illustration of an eccentric LIGO/Virgo source forming in an AGN-disk.** Bottom: AGN-disk (not to scale) with its central super-massive black hole, and a population of smaller orbiting black holes. These smaller black holes occasionally pair-up to form binary black holes, which often undergo scatterings with the single black hole population. *Top:* Outcome of a $[50M_\odot, 80M_\odot]$ binary black hole interacting with an incoming $[70M_\odot]$ black hole that results in a $[80M_\odot, 70M_\odot]$ binary black hole merger during the interaction (3-body merger) with an eccentricity $\sim 0.5$ in LIGO/Virgo. When the dynamical effects of gravitational wave emission are included, and interactions are constrained to a 2-dimensional disk plane, we find a majority population of such eccentric LIGO/Virgo sources. This also provides a possible explanation for GW190521.
of dynamically induced AGN-disk mergers.

With this motivation, we here present the first estimates of how binary black holes merge through binary-single interactions in AGN-disk environments when the dynamical effect of gravitational wave emission is included via the 2.5-post-Newtonian (2.5PN) correction term in the \(N\)-body equations-of-motion\(^{20}\). As a first step, we consider a thin disk model where interactions are constrained to a 2-dimensional (2D)-plane representing the AGN-disk. In this case, we find that for mass-, length-, and time-scales relevant for AGN-disk environments, the probability that two of the black holes merge while the three are interacting (see Fig. 1), denoted a 3-body merger, is generally greater than the probability that this pair instead survives the interaction and then merges before undergoing its next interaction, denoted a 2-body merger. As the 3-body mergers generally have very high characteristic eccentricities\(^{21}\), a remarkable result of this is that binary black hole mergers with an eccentricity \(> 0.1\) in the LIGO/Virgo bands could be as frequent as standard ‘circular’ mergers from this channel. This is in stark contrast to the spherical cluster case, where only a few percent of 3-dimensional (3D) isotropic scatterings produce 3-body mergers\(^{18}\). Our results not only provide the first explanation for why GW190521 would naturally appear in the LIGO/Virgo frequency band with a measurable eccentricity if it did form in an AGN-disk\(^{19}\), but also opens up a rich new line of research on dynamically modeling the formation of binary black hole mergers in disk environments. Below we present our results by first deriving the merger probability and then the fraction of mergers that will manifest as eccentric sources in the LIGO/Virgo band. Our analytical solutions are restricted to the equal-mass case, but we perform several full 2.5-PN-simulations to explore the more likely unequal-mass case. One example is shown in Fig. 1, which illustrates a
possible origin for GW190521.

**Merger Probability.** To estimate the relative occurrence rates of 3-body and 2-body mergers, we start by calculating the probability that a dynamically assembled binary black hole merges within some timescale $\tau$, denoted by $P(t_{GW} < \tau)$, where $t_{GW}$ is here the initial merger time. The time $t_{GW}$ for an eccentric binary black hole is given by\textsuperscript{22},

$$t_{GW} \approx \frac{5e^5}{512G^3} \frac{a^4}{m^3} (1 - e^2)^{7/2} \approx t_c \times (1 - e^2)^{7/2},$$  

(1)

where $e$, $a$, and $m$ are the initial orbital eccentricity, semi-major axis, and individual black hole mass, respectively. The eccentricities of binary black holes dynamically assembled through co-planar interactions that are isotropic in 2D are distributed according to\textsuperscript{23,24},

$$P(e) \approx e/\sqrt{1-e^2},$$  

(2)

from which it directly follows that

$$P(t_{GW} < \tau) \approx (\tau/t_c)^{1/7},$$  

(3)

where we have used that $P(e > e_0) = \sqrt{1-e_0^2}$. With this expression, we estimate the probability that a binary black hole with given orbital parameters will merge through a 2-body or a 3-body merger process. The probability of a 2-body merger, $p_2$, is found by equating $\tau$ in Eq. 3 with the time until the binary black hole undergoes its next interaction, $t_{int}$,

$$p_2 \approx \left( \frac{t_{int}}{t_c} \right)^{1/7} \approx 0.07 \left[ \frac{t_{int}}{10^5 \text{yr}} \right]^{1/7} \left[ \frac{m}{20M_\odot} \right]^{3/7} \left[ \frac{a}{1 \text{AU}} \right]^{-4/7},$$  

(4)
where we have normalized to values characteristic of AGN-disk environments. To estimate the 3-body merger probability, \( p_3 \), we start by describing the often highly chaotic binary-single interaction as a series of \( N \) temporary states, each characterized by a binary black hole with a bound single (Fig. 1, left panel). For one of these temporary binary black holes to merge, its inspiral time \( t_{GW} \) must be smaller than a characteristic timescale for the system, \( T_0 \sim \sqrt{a^3/(Gm)} \). Hence, the probability that a binary black hole undergoes a 3-body merger during a single interaction, is found by equating \( \tau \) in Eq. 3 with \( T_0 \),

\[
p_3 \approx N \times \left( \frac{T_0}{t_c} \right)^{1/7} \approx 0.15 \left[ \frac{m}{20M_\odot} \right]^{5/14} \left[ \frac{a}{1 \text{ AU}} \right]^{-5/14},
\]

which also can be expressed in more fundamental terms as \( p_3 \approx N \times (v_{\text{orb}}/c)^{5/7} \), where \( v_{\text{orb}} \) is the binary orbital velocity. Here and throughout the paper we use \( N = 20 \), as found numerically. Note that the exact factor for \( T_0 \), which sets the characteristic 3-body timescale, is not important due to the \( 1/7 \) power suppression.

From the ratio \( p_3/p_2 = N \times \left( \frac{T_0}{t_{\text{int}}} \right)^{1/7} \propto t_{\text{int}}^{-1/7} m^{-1/14} a^{3/14} \), it follows that for large enough \( a \), the probability for a 3-body merger exceeds that of a 2-body merger. The \( a \) at which the two probabilities are equal, denoted here by \( a_{32} \equiv a(p_3/p_2 = 1) \), is

\[
a_{32} \approx N^{-14/3} t_{\text{int}}^{2/3} G^{1/3} m^{1/3} \approx 0.01 \sim 0.1 \text{ AU} \left[ \frac{t_{\text{int}}}{10^5 \text{ yr}} \right]^{2/3} \left[ \frac{m}{20M_\odot} \right]^{1/3}.
\]

That is, for \( a \gtrsim a_{32} \), 3-body mergers dominate over 2-body mergers. The steep, \(-14/3\) dependence on \( N \) introduces some uncertainty to this analytical estimate, as indicated by the interval \( 0.01 \sim 0.1 \text{ AU} \) in the last equality. State-of-the-art work indicates that binary-single scatterings become important for \( a \lesssim 10 \text{ AU} \). Hence, this derivation provides the first strong argument that 3-body
Figure 2: **Merger probability.** Probability of undergoing a 2-body merger (*red*) or a 3-body merger (*blue*) from binary-single interactions, as a function of initial semi-major axis, $a$, of the target binary. All three interacting black holes have the same mass $m = 20M_\odot$, and the merger time-limit is set to $t_{GW} < t_{int} = 10^5$ yr. *Circles:* Numerical results from 2D interactions (disk). *Crosses:* Numerical results from 3D interactions (cluster). *Lines:* Analytical solutions. Numerical results are obtained using full 2.5-PN-simulations, and analytical solutions are outlined in this paper.
mergers could play a key-role in mediating binary black hole mergers in AGN-disk environments.

Fig. 2 shows $p_2$ and $p_3$ as a function of $a$, derived using full 2.5-PN-simulations, assuming isotropic interactions in 2D (disk) or 3D (cluster). As the figure shows, the probabilities derived from Eq. 4 and Eq. 5 agree with the simulations for large $a$, but start to deviate when $p_2 + p_3$ approaches unity. The reason for this has at least two explanations: First, for assembling a 3-body merger it is necessary to enter a resonant state, where the single is not promptly ejected. However, only a limited number of such states are available, and $p_3$ will therefore have to asymptote to a value $< 1$ for small $a$. This is illustrated in Fig. 3, where ‘areas of regularity’ (single-color regions) and ‘areas of chaos’ (coarse-grained regions) indicate, respectively, prompt ejections and resonating states. Second, our analytical solution from Eq. 5 assumes that $p_3$ can be written out as an uncorrelated sum over the merger probabilities per temporary binary black hole. However, this approximation naturally breaks down when $p_3$ approaches $1$. Despite these technical details, it clearly follows from Fig. 2 that $p_3 \gtrsim p_2$ for $a \gtrsim 0.1$ AU, as we also argued analytically.

Fig. 2 also shows the probability for 2-body and 3-body mergers assuming 3D isotropic scatterings, denoted here by $p_2^{(3D)}$ and $p_3^{(3D)}$, respectively. In this case, the eccentricity distribution $P(e)$ instead follows $P(e) = 2e$, from which one finds that $p_3^{(3D)} \approx N \times (T_0/t_c)^{2/7}$. The fractional difference in going from the 3D-cluster case to our considered 2D-disk case, is therefore $p_3/p_3^{(3D)} \approx (T_0/t_c)^{-1/7} \approx 10^2 \times [m/20M_\odot]^{-5/14}[a/\text{AU}]^{5/14}$, which illustrates why AGN-disk environments can lead to a major enhancement in eccentric LIGO/Virgo sources. From Fig. 3, it also follows that 2-body and 3-body mergers form effectively from both positive and negative $b'$, i.e. counter-rotating and co-rotating interactions, respectively. That is, our conclusions do not strongly
depend on how the binary black hole rotates relative to the AGN-disk and the incoming single black hole.

We have computed the probability for 2-body and 3-body mergers to occur during one binary-single scattering. However, a binary black hole is often driven to merger over multiple scatterings\cite{18}. To determine whether mergers typically occur in the 2-body or the 3-body dominated regime, we now compare the semi-major axis above which 3-body mergers dominate ($a_{32} \sim 0.1$ AU) to the typical semi-major axis for which the merger probability over multiple interactions approaches unity ($a_m$ below). For this, we consider a model where a binary black hole starts with semi-major axis $a_i$, and subsequently undergoes binary-single scatterings, each of which decreases its semi-major axis by a fraction $\delta$, until it reaches a lower value of $a_f < a_i$\cite{14,18}. The value of $\delta$ can be shown to equal\cite{30} $\delta = 1 - \gamma^{-1}$, where $\gamma$ relates to the distribution in binary binding energy\cite{14,29}, as $P(E_b) \propto E_b^{-\gamma}$. For co-planar scatterings\cite{23} $\gamma = 3$, which implies that $\delta \approx 2/3$. Assuming the binary black hole is being scattered from large $a_i$ where $p_3 > p_2$, then the total integrated probability for the binary black hole to have undergone a gravitational wave merger during one of its scatterings from $a_i$ to $a_f$ is given by\cite{18},

$$P_3(a_f) \approx \frac{1}{1-\delta} \int_{a_i}^{a_f} \frac{p_3(a)}{a} da \approx \frac{42}{5} p_3(a_f),$$

(7)

where we have assumed that $a_i \gg a_f$. In this model, the semi-major axis for which $a(P_3 = 1)$, denoted here by $a_m$, represents the minimum possible value for $a$. Using the above relations we find,

$$a_m \approx 1 \text{ AU} \times \left[ \frac{m}{20M_\odot} \right],$$

(8)
Figure 3: **Phase-space distribution of outcomes.** Results from co-planar scatterings between a binary and a single black hole with \( m = 20M_\odot \), as a function of binary phase \( f \), and impact parameter \( b' \). Here, \( f \) is measured relative to \( b' = 0 \) at the time the single is at a distance \( 20a \) from the binary, and \( b' = (b_\infty/a)(v_\infty/v_c) \), where \( b_\infty, v_\infty, a, \) and \( v_c \) are the impact parameter at infinity, the relative velocity at infinity, the initial binary semi-major axis, and the critical binary velocity \( v_c^2 = (3/2)Gm/a \), respectively. **Black:** Exchange interactions not leading to a merger. **Blue:** Interactions leading to a 3-body merger. **Red:** Interactions leading to a 2-body merger. **Grey:** Remaining set. The merger time-limit is set to \( t_{GW} < t_{int} = 10^5 \) yr. In our setup, the binary black hole and the incoming black hole are co-rotating and counter-rotating above and below the **white dotted** horizontal line, respectively.
which clearly is larger than both $a_{32}$ from Eq. 6, and recently reported values of the semi-major axis before merger$^9$. Despite the simplicity of this model, this suggests that 3-body mergers are able to dominate the rate of dynamically assembled binary black hole mergers in 2D disk environments. Below we illustrate the major observational consequences of this finding.

**Eccentric LIGO/Virgo Sources.** Having argued that 3-body mergers could dominate the binary black hole merger rate in AGN-disks, we now address the associated observational implications. One immediate possibility is a non-negligible population of binary black hole mergers that appear with a detectable eccentricity, $e_f$, at some gravitational wave frequency, $f_{GW}$; a population that we loosely refer to as ‘eccentric sources’. For a binary black hole to appear with an eccentricity $e > e_f$ at gravitational wave peak frequency $f_{GW} \approx \pi^{-1} \sqrt{2 G m / r_f^3}$, where $r_f$ is here the peri-center distance, the initial binary black hole peri-center distance at assembly (or ‘capture’) has to be smaller than $r_c(e_f)$, where $r_c(e_f)$ is given by$^{18,31}$,

$$ r_c(e_f) \approx \left( \frac{2 G m}{f_{GW}^2 \pi^2} \right)^{1/3} \frac{11 + e_f}{2} e_f^{12/19} \left[ \frac{425}{304} \left( 1 + \frac{121}{304} e_f^2 \right) \right]^{-1} \frac{870}{2299}. \tag{9} $$

Therefore, the probability for a binary-single interaction to result in an eccentric source followed by merger, is to leading order the probability that two of the three black holes form a temporary binary black hole with an initial peri-center $r_0 < r_c(e_f)$. To calculate this probability, denoted by $p_{ecc}$, where the subscript ecc refers to ‘eccentric’, we use that $P(e > e_0) \approx \sqrt{2(1-e_0)}$ in the high eccentricity limit, together with the Keplerian relation $r_0/a = 1 - e_0$, from which it directly follows that$^{18}$,

$$ p_{ecc} \approx \mathcal{N} \times \sqrt{\frac{2r_c(e_f)}{a}}. \tag{10} $$
For values relevant for LIGO/Virgo\textsuperscript{32},

\[ p_{ecc}(e > 0.1 : 10 \text{ Hz}) \approx 0.15 \left( \frac{m}{20M_\odot} \right)^{1/6} \left( \frac{a}{1 \text{ AU}} \right)^{-1/2}, \]  

where this relation includes all sources that will appear with \( e > 0.1 \) at 10 Hz or above. By now performing an integration similar to Eq. 7, one finds that the total probability that a binary black hole undergoes an eccentric merger during scatterings from \( a_i \) to \( a_f \) evaluates to \( P_{ecc}(a_f) \approx 6p_{ecc}(a_f) \). The ratio of the number of eccentric sources to all 3-body mergers is therefore \( P_{ecc}/P_3 \approx (5/7)(p_{ecc}/p_3) \). As \( p_{ecc} \) is generally < \( p_3 \), this finally leads us to the inequality,

\[ P_{ecc} < \frac{5}{7}P_3, \]  

which states that up to \( 5/7 \approx 70\% \) of all mergers will appear as eccentric LIGO/Virgo sources in this model.

To illustrate that eccentric binary black hole mergers are not a unique outcome of equal-mass interactions, we also consider results from full 2.5-PN-scatterings between a binary black hole \([40M_\odot, 20M_\odot]\) with \( a = 1 \text{ AU} \) and an incoming single black hole \([20M_\odot]\). Fig. 4 (left panel) shows the gravitational wave peak frequency distribution at the time of formation (assembly) for each binary black hole that eventually merges. Nearly all 3-body mergers form near or in the LIGO/Virgo band, whereas the 2-body mergers peak at lower frequencies near the LISA\textsuperscript{33} band, as naturally follows from the difference in characteristic time scales\textsuperscript{34,35}. Fig. 4 (right panel) shows the corresponding cumulative eccentricity distribution at 10 Hz, where we have used the quadrupole approximation\textsuperscript{22} for propagating the sources from their initial gravitational wave peak frequency. In agreement with our analytical calculations, we see that most of the binary black hole
Figure 4: **Eccentricity and gravitational wave frequency distributions.** Results from $10^5$ independent co-planar 2.5-PN-scatterings, between an incoming $20M_\odot$ black hole and a $[40M_\odot, 20M_\odot]$ binary black hole with an initial semi-major axis and eccentricity of $a = 1$ AU and $e = 0$, respectively. The red and blue distributions show the outcome from 2-body mergers and 3-body mergers, respectively, where grey is the total number. We only include binary black holes with resultant inspiral times of $t_{GW} < t_{int} = 10^5$ yr. **Left:** Distribution of binary black hole gravitational wave peak frequency, $f_{GW}$, measured at the time of assembly. **Right:** Cumulative distribution of binary black hole orbital eccentricities propagated to 10 Hz. For sources formed with $f_{GW} > 10$ Hz, the corresponding eccentricity has been set to $e = 1$. 
mergers have an eccentricity $e > 0.1$ at $f_{GW} > 10$ Hz or above. Note that sources forming in band, will generally appear as burst sources\textsuperscript{36}, and some will even remain eccentric close to merger.

**Conclusions.** Orbital eccentricity constitutes one out of only three intrinsic parameter-sets that can be directly deduced from an observed gravitational wave signal, where the other two are black hole masses and spins. The rate of eccentric sources is typically expected to be relatively low, but every such source provides invaluable information into the astrophysical formation mechanism of gravitational wave mergers. For example, eccentric mergers naturally form in galactic nuclei during gravitational wave capture encounters\textsuperscript{37–39}, in globular clusters during multi-body interactions\textsuperscript{17,18}, and in the field through Lidov-Kozai oscillations\textsuperscript{40}, but essentially never through standard isolated binary evolution. A true milestone on the observational level is GW190521, which is the first gravitational wave source consistent with having a non-zero eccentricity\textsuperscript{6,7}. Its relatively high-mass components, high misaligned spin and possible associated electromagnetic flare\textsuperscript{19} suggest a possible AGN-disk origin\textsuperscript{19}, but the additional non-zero eccentricity has been a major puzzle.

In this paper we have shown that AGN-disks provide a natural environment for efficiently producing eccentric LIGO/Virgo sources, if the binaries are primarily driven to merger through scatterings with singles in the plane of the disk\textsuperscript{9}. In particular, by deriving a statistical solution to the general relativistic three-body problem, we prove that such 2D planar (disk) scatterings generally produce eccentric sources at a rate that is orders-of-magnitude higher than what is found in the analogue 3D isotropic case (cluster). This not only provides the first possible explanation
for the non-zero eccentricity of GW190521, but also opens up a new area of research with the potential to play a key role in probing the origin of gravitational wave sources. In upcoming studies we will include our framework in state-of-the-art AGN-disk models, and explore the role of gas-drag, deviations from our simple 2D disk description, the secular evolution of hierarchical systems, and how possible joint electromagnetic and gravitational wave observations could be used to constrain the physical properties of the AGN-disk channel.
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